son, Bryllnski and Lusztig-Vogan [LV] ). Let C be the category consisting of constructive Qrsheaves on XxX, whose restrictions to each G-orbit Y have composition factors of the type Qi,y(n) (n^Z\ where (n) is the Tate twist. The Grothendieck group K(C) is a Z[q, ^"^-module via q n [K] = [K(-n}l WedefinepisiXxXxX^XxX andr:XxXxX-»XxXx Xx X by p\*(a, b, c) = (a, c) and r (a, b, c) =(a, b, b, c) . By the product :
K(C)is endowed with aZ[q, q~~l] -algebra structure and it is isomorphic to H(W).
Oo2c It has been conjectured that there exists a theory in char^O, which corresponds to the theory of the weights for Qz-sheaves in char>0 (Deligne's philosophy, [Br] etc.). This was realized by M. Saito as a theory of Hodge modules quite recently ( ). He has defined, for a non-singular algebraic variety Y over C, a certain abelian category MHM( Y), which is a full subcategory of the category consisting of quartets (JK, F, K, W) , where JA is a regular holonomic Dr-module, F is a good filtration of JM, K is a perverse sheaf over Q on Y such that DR(JM) = C®K and W is a filtration of (v5K, F, K) . This category corresponds to the category of mixed perverse sheaves in char>0, philosophically.
Using this theory we can give a realization of H(W) in char^O. Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group over C whose Weyl group is W and let X be the flag variety of G. Then there exists a certain abelian category JL, which is a subcategory of the category consisting of the objects of MHM(XxX) with G-actions, so that its Grothendieck group K(JC) has two free bases { [JH w ]\w^ W} and { [-C w ] \w^ W} over Z [q, q~l] (see Section 3). Here 3tt w and £ w are certain specified objects of Jl and the Z[q, ^"^-module structure is given by q n [ c 
V] = [ c V( -n)], where (n) is
where Qx is the sheaf of the differential forms of the highest degree on X. The result is that this algebra is isomorphic to H( W a \ especially isomorphic to the two-sided regular representation as an (H( Wa), H( W a )}-bimodule (see Section 4.2 for the explicit description of the isomorphism).
Let CV = (JH,F,K, W)
be an object of J!. Then Gr F M is a coherent module over the 0* x *-algebra Hence grCV = 0 T * X xT* x (8) (pxp)-i(Gr^Dxxx) is a coherent Or^xr^-module with Gx C*-action. It is easily seen that the support of gr ^V is contained in the union A of the conormal bundles of the G-orbits on X x X. We define an involution a on T*X x T*X by 0(.r, y, f , v} = (x, y, £, -?) , where (x, y) is a coordinate of Xx X and (£, 7) is a coordinate of fibers. Since a(A)=Z, we have a homomorphism : Theorem B. 7 is a homomorphism of Z [q, q~l}-algebra , and when we identify K(JL} and K Gxc *(Z) Then the problem turned out to be a combinatorial one, which had been already solved in [Lu] (see also Kato's simpler solution given in [KL4] ). In a sence Theorem B gives a different proof of this fact. Although our proof relies on the deep theory of Hodge modules, it seems that it gives a more natural explanation of the fact that the Hecke algebra appears in the context of equivariant K-theory. 0.5. The contents of this paper are as follows. In Section 1 we give a brief summary of the theory of Hodge modules and state some facts concerning the Hodge modules with group actions. In Section 2 we review the definition of the equivariant J^-homology groups and give some relation between Hodge modules with group actions and equivariant .K'-theory. In Sections 3 and 4 Theorem A and Theorem B are proved, respectively. In Section 5 we treat some problems concerning good filtrations of the modules over the enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra of G associated to Hodge modules.
In Sections 1 and 2 the letters G and X will be used for a general algebraic group and a general algebraic variety, respectively, while in Sections 3 to 5 they will be used for a connected reductive algebraic group and its flag variety, respectively. The letter W is used for both of the Weyl group and the weight filtration. We hope that readers will distinguish them from the context. 0.6. The author would like to express his deep gratitude to M. Saito for explaining to him the theory of Hodge modules including results which are not yet written down and answering (sometimes trivial) questions concerning them. He would also like to thank R. Hotta and M. Kashiwara for useful conversation.
Although the author had to wait for the theory of Hodge modules, he got the main idea of this paper while he was staying at Harvard University in 1984. He would like to thank for its hospitality. He also thanks the comitee on Educational Project for Japanese Mathematical Scientists for supporting the stay. § 1.
1.1.
Hodge structures (see [D2] 
(n).
A polarization of (H, F)^SH(n) is a bilinear form S on H, which is symmetric (resp. skew symmetric) if n is even (resp. odd) and satisfies the following condition : Let X be a non-singular algebraic variety over C. We denote the sheaf of algebraic differential operators on X by D x . Let H be a Q-local system on X. Hence H is a sheaf of Q-vector spaces on the associated complex manifold X an (in the classical topology) which is locally constant and has finite dimensional stalks. By the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence for local systems due to Deligne [Dl] Hodge structures of weight n is denoted by VSH(X, n). A polarization of (H, F)e VSH(X, n) is a Q^-linear map H®H^> Qx which gives a polarization of (Hx, F(x)) for any x^X.
The full subcategory of VSH(X, n) consisting (//", F)e= VSH(X, n) which are polarizable is denoted by VSH (X, n) p . Categories VSHM(X) and VSHM(XY are defined similarly to SHM and SHM P , respectively.
If / : X -» Y is a morphism of non-singular varieties, we have natural
All of them are denoted by /*. L2o Filtered D -modules and functors (see [Be] , [Sa2 ; Section 2]) For a non-singular algebraic variety X over C let Mrh(D x ) be the category of regular holonomic Dx-modules. Since we are working in the algebraic category, the regularity here includes the regularity at infinity (see [Be] I 0 3o Pure Hodge modules Let X be a non-singular algebraic variety over C. We denote by Perv(CV) (resp. Perv(Q^)) the abelian category of perverse sheaves over C (resp. Q) on X( [BBD] (Dx) gives an equivalence of abelian categories (the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence, [K] , [Mel, 2] , see also [Be] 
p so that £/ and (//, F) (resp. (//', F')) satisfy the conclusion of 
Definition,, Let Z be an irreducible closed subvariety of a nonsingular variety X with singular locus Z s mg and natural inclusion i : Z -Z S ing-*X-Zsmg. It follows from (p2), (p6), (p7) and the desingularization theorem of Hironaka that there exists a unique object ^V of MH Z (X, dimZy such that cV\X-Z Bin8 = i*-Cz-Zsins . We denote this <V by £(Z, X). 
for a morphism / : X-» Y of non-singular varieties (^/* and JC J f are also defined. But we do not use them.). We list some of their properties in the following ([Sa3~5]).
(ml) MHM(X) is an abelian category whose morphisms are always strict for both F and W. 
we have : 
We have an ^-module structure on KH(X) via the tensor product [x] and /* and /: are J?-homomorphisms.
Hodge modules with group actions
Let G be an algebraic group over C acting on a non-singular algebraic variety X. Let m : G x G-> G and a : G x X-^X be the product in G and the action of G on X, respectively.
Definition, A Hodge module on X with G-action is a pair (CV, <p), where ^ is an object of MHM(X) and 9 : (^d imG (T* 
When Xi (/=!, 2) are non-singular d-varieties, we have a bi-exact functor :
which induces a Z -linear map :
It is seen that /. and /* are ^-homomorphisms and [x] is ^-bilinear.
For a Q-local system S on a non-singular variety X we define H S =(S, F, W)e VSHM(X) by :
and If the monodromy representation of S factors through a finite group, then
For a homogeneous space X of G we denote by Loc(X, G) the category of ©-local systems on X with G-actions. This category is equivalent to the category of finite dimensional representations over Q of the finite group 
Hence it is enough to show that H®V is a simple object of SHM( (Y,x,s,j:pt) .
Proof. It is easy to see that -£( F, X, S)[x]// satisfies the condition (F) in the proof of Proposition 1.3. The group C* acts on T*X by z-(x, t~} = (x, z$] (x is a coordinate of X and f is a coordinate of fibres.). We have a natural C*-action on gr(v5K, F) by:
Proposition 1.5. Let X be a non-singular G-variety with finitely many orbits. We assume that irreducible representations of G X I(G X )° over Q are absolutely irreducible for any point x of X. (i) // <=V is an object of MHM(X, G) such that Gr^-O for i*k } then CV is a direct sum of the simple objects of the type «T( F, X, S, H), where Y is a G-orbit, S and H are simple objects of Loc(Y, G) and MHM(pt) respectively with Gr l w H=Q (i^k-dim F). (ii) KH G (X) is a free R-module with basis {[-£(F, X, S)]|(F, S)}, where (F, S) is running through pairs of a G-orbit F and a simple object S of Loc(F, G).

Proof, (i) Since Gr
For a morphism /: X-* Y of non-singular varieties, set QXIY = Qx®f*(Qy~l\ Consider the following commutative diagram :
Ox
Here morphisms are the natural ones. This induces a ^-linear map : [La] ).
Lemma 2 0 3 0 Let f: X^ Y be a projective morphism of non-singular varieties and (M, F) an object of MFrh(D x ). If f*(3&, F) is strict
gr : KH G (X)^K GXC \A) = K GXC \A J T*X) . K Gxc *(A)
Lemma 2 A, Let f : X-+ Y be a projective G-equivariant morphism of non-singular G-varieties with finitely many G-orbits. Then for KH G (X) we have :
The following is also clear from the definition.
Lemma 2 0 5 0 Let f : X-* Y be a smooth G-equivariant morphism of non-singular G-varieties with finitely many G-orbits. Then for KH°( Y) we have : § 3 0 A Realization of Hecke Algebras of Weyl Groups
In Sections 3 to 5 G is a connected reductive algebraic group over C and X is the flag variety of G.
3.1.
It is well-known that the set of G-orbits on XxX is parametrized by the Weyl group W. In fact if we identify X with the quotient G/B for a fixed Borel subgroup B, Xx X is the disjoint union of the G-orbits Y w containing (B, wB), where w is running through the elements of W. Moreover we have dimY w =N+l(w) and Y w^Yy if and only if w^y, where N=dimX, l(w) is the length of w and ^ is the Bruhat ordering on W. These facts are direct consequences of the corresponding facts concerning 5-orbits on X.
Let i w \ Y w -» X x X be the natural inclusion. We set :
and JH w =M°i w \(JC Yw ) . (a, b, c)*=(a, c) and r(a, b, c) = (a, b, b, c\ For u, v^KH G 
They are objects of MHM(XxX, G). Note that
(XxX] set
It follows from (ml6') that this product satisfies the associativity. For sŜ = {simple reflection of W} let X s be the generalized flag variety consisting of parabolic subgroups with semisimple rank 1 corresponding to 5 and TT S : X-+X S the natural morphism. Proof. First note that Y s is non-singular and hence -C s = i S >(-£V) with J s : Y s^X xX. Thus (i), (ii), (ii'), (v) (v') follow from (m!6'), and (iii) follows from (m!3). (iv) is a consequence of (ii), (m!6') by:
Proof. We see easily from (m3), (m4), (m!2) that h([Jli w ]) = ( -I)\
w} Tw. Hence the assertion follows from Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3 0 3 0 Let °Vi and °^2 be objects of MHM (XxX, G) .
Proof. Fix Xo^X and let f/ be the unipotent radical of a Borel subgroup which is opposite to the Borel subgroup corresponding to XQ. We define (ii)If sw< w, we have : KL2] , [Sp] ). Let s^S and w, y^ W. Lemma 3 e 6 0 Assume sw>w for s^S and
Proof, (i) is clear from Lemma 3.5.
(ii) follows from the fact that ;r s xl is projective and smooth with relative dimension 1.
(iii) It follows from (m!6) that X sw and i#^xl)^#°(;rsX !),(.
£",) coincide on (XxX) -(Y sw -Y S w). Hence the assertion follows from (ii).
For a non-singular G-variety V we denote by KH G ( V) + (resp. R + ) the set of the elements in KH G ( V) (resp. /?) represented by objects of MHM( V,
G) (resp. MHM(pt)). Let {H 7 (i)\r^r, i^Z] be the set of isomorphism classes of simple objects of MHM(pt).
For each 7^.F an integer n 7 is determined by Gr l w (H 7 ) = Q for i=f=n 7 . We may assume that H 7o = ~Cp t .
Then we have : 
Proof. We first prove (i) and (ii). Assume sw>w for w^W and se S. By induction we have only to show the statement : [q, q~1} and mz, 7 ,i^Z*Q, we have /7(Q r )= :: 0 for 7^70 and m Xl7t i = Q for (2, 7, /)^/ with 7=^70. Thus our assertion follows from Lemma 3.5(ii) and Lemma 3.6(ii).
(iv) This is easily proved by Induction on l(w) In view of (ii) and Lemma 3.4(1).
(iii) Since Gr h w (Jt X^xl)* Jf ^xl), (X.)) -0 for k*N+l(w)+j + 1, the assertion follows from (iv) and Lemma 3.5 (ii). Then it is known that the number of K-orb its on X is finite and for any x^X the component gvoup
(ZI2ZY for some N^O (see [Ma] , [LV] ). For a K -orbit O on X and a simple object S of Loc(0, K), we set :
£(O,S) = -C(6,X,S) and 3t(0,S) = JC Q ii(0 0 (H s )) ,
where / : 0-+X is the natural inclusion (see Section 1.5). = (a, b, b) . [q, q~ll (iii) For A^p let 0(X) be the invertible O^-module consisting of sections of the line bundle on X with G-action such that the action of B x on the fiber at x^X is given by A. For s^S we denote the closure of {(x, y, A)^Z\ (x, y) 
Hence the assertion is proved.
Remark. Theorem B and Theorem B' are generalization of the results in [KT] and [Ta] . § 5, Good Filtrations of [/(g)-Modules Associated to Hodge Modules 5.1. We denote the enveloping algebra of g=Lie(G) by t/(g). By [BeB] the category of coherent Dx-modules Is equivalent to the category of finitely generated t/(g)-modules with trivial central character. The [/(g)-module corresponding to a coherent Dx-module 3A, is F(X, JA\ the space of its global sections. Note that H l (X, JJO=0 for 2 >0( [BeB] ).
When a good filtration F of a coherent Dx -module 3h is given (for example when 3& is an underlying D^-module of a Hodge module), the corresponding C/(g)-module M = F(X, JK) is equipped with a good filtration via
A good filtration of a finitely generated £7(g)-module is defined similarly to the case of a coherent D-module using the order filtration of £/(g). Let MF(g) be the category consisting of pairs (M, F) of finitely generated [/(g)-modules M with trivial central character and their good filtrations F. By the above arguments we have a functor: Similar problems are treated in [BoB] . Although p is not necessarily an element of P, 2p and wp-\-p for W are elements of P.
FF: MHM(X)-MF(o).
The proof of Proposition 5.2 will be given in Section 5.3.
Let (L w , F) = rF(-C(X w ,X)).
It is known that L w is the irreducible lowest weight module with lowest weight wp + p ( [BK] , [BeB] ). Note that we have chosen the ordering on the root system so that the set of positive roots Zf + coincides with the weights in g/b.
Definition o For a finitely generated [/(g)-module M with fi-action and a S-stable good filtration F of M we define the '^-character' ch 9 (M , F) of (M, F) by : The arguments below are inspired by [BoB] . We first give some relations of Jl and JI B . Let x 0^X be the point corresponding to B. We define k : X-*XxX by k(x) = (x, x 0 ). Proof, (i) is shown in the proof of Lemma 3.3. Choose a Borel subgroup which is opposit to B and denote its unipotent radical by U. We define <p\ XxU-*XxX by <p (x, u) 
